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High Performance MySQL: Optimization, Backups, Replication, and MoreO'Reilly, 2008
High Performance MySQL is the definitive guide to building fast, reliable systems with MySQL. Written by noted experts with years of real-world experience building very large systems, this book covers every aspect of MySQL performance in detail, and focuses on robustness, security, and data integrity. High Performance MySQL teaches you advanced...
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Linux Recipes for Oracle DBAs (Recipes: a Problem-Solution Approach)Apress, 2008
Linux Recipes for Oracle DBAs is an example–based book on managing Oracle Database in a Linux environment. Covering commonly used distributions such as Red Hat Enterprise Linux and Oracle Enterprise Linux, the book is written for database administrators who need to get work done and lack the luxury of curling up fireside with a...
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Teach Yourself Oracle8 in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 1997
Teach Yourself Oracle8 in 21 Days is a tutorial that will teach the reader the basics of using and administrating an Oracle database. This book focuses on using concrete examples to explain why things should be done in a certain way. The key topics are broken out by week below:Week One Overview of the Oracle8 Architecture; Network Computing...
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Programming Microsoft Outlook and Microsoft Exchange (Microsoft Programming)Microsoft Press, 1999
Programming Microsoft Outlook and Microsoft Exchange is a thorough guide for building collaborative applications such as threaded discussions and electronic business documents. Early on, the book describes four types of collaborative applications: messaging, tracking, workflow, and real-time applications. Author Thomas Rizzo shows the...
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High Availability MySQL CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	High Availability is something that all web sites hope to achieve, especially those that are linked to big companies.


	MySQL, an open source relational database management system (RDBMS), can be made highly available to protect from corruption, hardware failure, software crashes, and user error. Running a MySQL setup is quite...
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Foundations of Green IT: Consolidation, Virtualization, Efficiency, and ROI in the Data CenterPrentice Hall, 2009
“This book comprehensively discusses design considerations for the truly energy efficient data center.”
Scott Davis, Chief Data Center Architect, Office of the CTO, VMware, Inc.

 

This Book Isn’t About...
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DB2(R) Universal Database V8 for Linux, UNIX, and Windows Database Administration Certification Guide (5th Edition)IBM Press, 2003
DB2 Universal Database v8 builds on the world's #1 enterprise database to simplifyanytime/anywhere information integration, streamline management, automate resource tuning,enhance business intelligence, and maximize performance, scalability, and reliability.

Now, IBM offers complete, start-to-finish...
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Oracle GoldenGate 12c Implementer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage the power of real-time data access for designing, building, and tuning your GoldenGate Enterprise


	About This Book

	
		Orchestrate the rich features of GoldenGate 12c and exploit the performance-enhancing features and manageability in your Enterprise environment
	
		Master data...
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Professional Website Performance: Optimizing the Front-End and Back-EndWrox Press, 2012

	THE PAST DECADE has seen an increased interest in website performance, with businesses of all sizes realizing that even modest changes in page loading times can have a signifi cant effect on their profi ts. The move toward a faster web has been driven largely by Yahoo! and Google, which have both carried out extensive research on the subject...
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Getting Started with Kubernetes - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn how to schedule and run application containers using Kubernetes.


	About This Book

	
		Get well-versed with the fundamentals of Kubernetes and get it production-ready for deployments
	
		Confidently manage your container clusters and networks using Kubernetes
	
		This practical...
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Replication Techniques in Distributed Systems (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 1996
The dream behind interconnecting large numbers of computers has been to have their combined capabilities serve users as one. This distributed computer would compose its resources so as to offer functionality, dependability, and performance, that far exceed those offered by a single isolated computer. This dream has started to be realized, insofar...
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Hands-On Reactive Programming with Clojure: Create asynchronous, event-based, and concurrent applications, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Learn how to use RxClojure to deal with stateful computations

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage the features of Functional Reactive Programming using Clojure
	
			Create dataflow-based systems that are the building blocks of Reactive Programming
	
			Use different Functional...
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